DIRECTIONS: Establish location of window and door openings with www.ScaleModelPlans.com structure project template by scoring as shown on Page 4 of the Construction Guide. Choose suitable window size from the following sheets, align the sheet with the scores and cut through the template with a sharp hobby knife or reinforced edge razor blade. Print out more sheets as needed.

* Always do a test fit first, as there may be deviations in size from printer to printer.

W100NEB 27” X 62”

FOR PLAN 704 PLACE LINE AT TOP EDGE OF WALL

1768 REAR SECTION

W101NEB 25” X 48”

W102NEB 28” X 69”

W103NEB 38” X 92”

FOR PLAN 1056 - BARN, PLACE LINE AT TOP EDGE OF WALL

FOR PLAN 906 PLACE LINE AT TOP EDGE OF WALL

W104NEB 24” X 24”

W105NEB 18” X 28”

FOR PLAN 1408 PLACE LINE AT TOP EDGE OF WALL

W106NEB 24” X 56”

*NOTE: THIS TEMPLATE IS OFFERED AS A COURTESY BY WWW.SCALEMODELPLANS.COM, NO WARRANTY OR GUARANTEE IS IMPLIED, AND NO LIABILITY WILL BE ASSUMED BY SCALEMODELPLANS.COM.
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FOR PLAN 1768 FRONT SECTION PLACE LINE AT TOP EDGE OF WALL

- W107NEB 27" X 62"

FOR PLAN 784 PLACE LINE AT TOP EDGE OF WALL

- W108NEB 34" X 81"

- W109NEB 52" X 42"

- W110NEB X 34" X 64"

FOR PLAN 1064 PLACE LINE AT TOP EDGE OF WALL

FOR PLANS 795 AND 1240 PLACE LINE AT TOP EDGE OF WALL

- W111NEB 30" X 47"

- W112NEB 30" X 66"

*NOTE: THIS TEMPLATE IS OFFERED AS A COURTESY BY WWW.SCALEMODELPLANS.COM. NO WARRANTY OR GUARANTEE IS IMPLIED, AND NO LIABILITY WILL BE ASSUMED BY SCALEMODELPLANS.COM.*
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FOR PLAN 1176 PLACE LINE AT TOP EDGE OF WALL

W113NEB 36" X 64"

FOR PLAN 1240 BASEMENT WINDOWS PLACE LINE AT TOP EDGE OF WALL

FOR PLAN 906 PLACE LINE AT TOP EDGE OF WALL

W114NEB 40" X 27"

FOR PLAN 1176 PLACE LINE AT TOP EDGE OF WALL

W115NEB 30" X 66"

DOORS:

D100NEB 30" X 80"

*NOTE: THIS TEMPLATE IS OFFERED AS A COURTESY BY WWW.SCALEMODELPLANS.COM. NO WARRANTY OR GUARANTEE IS IMPLIED, AND NO LIABILITY WILL BE ASSUMED BY SCALEMODELPLANS.COM.